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Transferability: what and why?

What?

• Performance of a model developed at a reference location and used to 

make to make predictions at a different target location

• Ability to distinguish relationships that are general from those that are 

idiosyncratic to a narrow range of conditions

“hindcasting”, “forecasting”, “back-casting”, “generality”, “generalizability”, 

“interpolation”, “extrapolation”, “projection” 

Why?

• Data are scarce or non-existent

• Predicting into unsampled locations

• Predicting under future climates





1. Range of predictor and response 

variables overlap

2. Range of response variables differ and 

the relationship might also differ

3. Range of predictors overlap in both 

systems but not the range of responses, 

but the response predictor relationship 

(slope) is similar

4. Range of predictors differ in both 

systems but the range of responses is 

same as is the relationship (slope) 

between response and predictor variables 

Types of transferability

Range of response and predictor variables varies in both the 

reference (internal) and target (external) systems



5. External range of predictors lies 

within the range of internal predictors

6. Some overlap in predictor range

7. No overlap in predictors

Types of transferability

Different ranges of values for environmental 

predictors in each system



What’s the problem?

1. Is model transferability trait- or taxon-specific?

2. Which response variables make models more or less transferable?

3. To what extent does data quality influence model transferability?

4. How can sampling be optimized to maximize model transferability?

5. How does model complexity influence model transferability?

6. Are there spatial and temporal limits to extrapolation in model transfers?

1. How can non-analog conditions be accounted for when transferring models?

2. Do specific modelling approaches result in better transferability?

3. How should uncertainty be quantified, propagated and communicated when 

transferring a model?

4. How can we best transfer models through time and evaluate them in 

temporally dynamic systems?

5. How should transferability be assessed?





Features that affect transferability











Transfer possibilities

depend on data availability



Transfer actions 



 Species are at equilibrium with their environment and present in all 

suitable sites.

× Such equilibrium is taxon-dependent and inversely related to a 

taxon’s ability to track dynamic conditions.

 The set of conditions under which species can persist (niche) is 

stationary in both space and time.

× May not hold if existing biotic or abiotic interactions break down, 

shift, or new ones form, or if there are rapid niche shifts.

Common modelling assumptions



 Species occurrences are solely driven by environmental forces.

× Realised distributions can also reflect current/past disturbances and 

human uses, so historical events should be considered when 

interpreting transferability results

 Space-for-time substitutability under which unobservable past or 

future temporal trends are inferred from contemporary spatial 209 

models of different aged locations. 

× Conflicting predictions generated by different 210 models

Whenever possible, to use models that have been 

successful at hindcasting. 

Common modelling assumptions



Empirical ± Mechanistic

• Better transferability in GAMs and GLMs, MaxEnt and BRTs 

compared to RFs. 

• GAMs robust for predictions beyond the range of sampled values 

(i.e., extrapolation) despite being unconstrained outside the bounds 

of the observations used during model calibration (unlike RFs, 

MaxEnt and BRTs). 

• GA can better accommodate regional spatial effects.

No clear preference for a specific method has yet emerged.

Current “transferable” models



• Adopt a single modelling procedure regarded as the most 

suitable to the research problem being addressed.

• Implement a suite of algorithms and proceed with the best 

performing one.

• Combine several approaches to generate “ensemble” forecasts. 

Ensemble approaches may have 

better predictive capability 

One model or many?



• Avoidance
Extrapolation is negligible if predictions are within 1/10th of the 

sampled parameter range

• Mitigation
Minimise the likelihood of encountering novel combinations of 

environmental conditions, e.g., model the complete range of a species 

given its dispersal abilities and any major biogeographical transitions 

when projecting future distributions

• Explicit description
Describe extrapolated predictions, e.g. discriminate the areas where 

the data used most resemble the characteristics of the reference 

system; explicitly define prediction intervals for Pr(a new result will 

lie within certain values) 

Approaches to extrapolation



• Multivariate Environmental Similarity Surface (MESS) within 

MaxEnt: relies on a rectilinear (univariate) detection of 

extrapolation. 

• extrapolation detection

• environmental overlap masks

• envelope uncertainty maps

• prediction uncertainty assessments using residual variation 

• mobility-oriented parity

Examples of explicit description



• Models of presence/absence or presence-only data: 

• sensitivity, AUC, ROC, Cohen’s kappa, c-index based on 

confusion matrices

• compound performance metrics: AUC-based transferability 

index TRI (compares internal and external evaluations in 

both directions) – not always desired. 

• Linear regression models of counts: Spearman’s rank, R2 to 

compare observed and predicted values. 

• Predictive evaluation: Kulczynski’s coefficient, Schoener’s D, I 

similarity statistic (Modified Hellinger Distance)

Transferability metrics



Transferability metrics







Transferability in other fields:

transport

Can urban freight transport demand models developed in 

one city can be transferred to other cities?

Benefit: transferability is useful if data are costly or scarce.

Drawback: performance depends strongly on key 

covariates.

Angellbeas, J. Moura, L., Nuzzolo, A. Comi, A. (2012)



Transferability: 

A Bayesian perspective

1. Decision-theoretic approach

2. Hierarchical approach

3. Learning approach

4. Melding approach

5. Measurement error approach



1. Decision-theoretic approach

Θ :  the set of all possible states of nature (model, parameter values)

D : the set of all possible decisions (actions, estimates)

L : Θ × D → [0,∞)  :  Loss function that gives the cost (penalty) associated 

with decision d if the true state of the world is θ.

𝜌 𝜋, 𝑑 𝑥 =  
Θ
𝐿 𝜃, 𝑑 𝜋 𝜃 𝑥 𝑑𝜃 : posterior expected loss for a given 

prior 𝜋 and data x



1. Decision-theoretic approach

1. Augment the prior p

2. Augment the loss function L (errors)

3. Augment the data x



1.1 Augment the prior

Wang, Nott, Drovandi, M, Evans (2016)



History matching priors



Example: logistic regression



Example: logistic regression

For S1=0.198 and S2=1.974, compute predictive p-values for the 

summary statistics over a grid of 10,000 l values. 

Plot of conflict p-values for S1 (left, light blue is good) and 

S2 (right, pink is good)



1.2 Augment the loss function

– Update the scale of the random error terms, along with the 

utility function constants

– Similar to a “combined transfer estimator” in Transport

(Bowman et al., 2013)



• Take a designed subsample from the reference dataset 

(Drovandi et al. 2017)

• “Joint context estimation” in Transport: data are combined to 

estimate a single model; ‘difference parameters’ are evaluated to 

assess model differences.

Can test if each (and every) parameter in a model is transferable (as 

opposed to the entire model) and understand which parameters are 

more transferable. 

(Bowman et al., 2013)

1.3 Augment the data



2. Hierarchical approach

Consider the reference and target models as realisations of 

a ‘supra-model’.

𝜋 𝛽1 𝑌1 ∝ f 𝑌1 𝛽1 π 𝛽1

𝜋 𝛽2 𝑌2 ∝ f 𝑌2 𝛽2 π 𝛽2

𝛽𝑗~𝑁(𝛽0, 𝜏)



3. Learning approach

Use the model developed using data from the reference 

site as a prior for the model for the target site

𝜋 𝛽 𝑌1, 𝑌2 ∝ f 𝑌1, 𝑌2 β π 𝛽

= 𝑓 𝑌2, 𝑌1, 𝛽 𝑓 𝑌1 𝛽 𝜋 𝛽

∝ 𝑓(𝑌2|𝛽)𝜋(𝛽|𝑌1)



Example - Classification

Denham, M, Witte (2009) Bayesian analysis of thematic map accuracy data

Reference site

Target site

Use the (scaled) error matrix 

from the reference site as a prior



Example - 1

Uninformed prediction

Informed prediction



Example - 1

Uninformed Informed



Example - 1

• User's accuracy, the conditional probability that a randomly 

selected point in class i in the target site is in class in the  

reference site

• Producer's accuracy, the conditional probability that a randomly 

selected point in class i in the reference site is in class I in the 

target site.



Example – from Transport

Xu et al. (2014) Using the Bayesian updating approach to improve the 

spatial and temporal transferability of real-time crash risk prediction 

models

• Data from a US freeway in 2002 and 2009 and a US freeway in 2009

• The models for the three datasets are quite different: parameters are 

not stable over time or space and can’t be directly transferred. 

• The Bayesian learning model was effective in improving both spatial 

and temporal transferability even when new data are limited. 

• The predictive performance of the updated model increases with an 

increase in the sample size of the new data. 

• When limited new data are available, updating an existing model is 

better than developing a model using the limited new data.



4. Melding approach

• Let q  and f be the parameter sets for the reference and target 

sites respectively 

• Assign a prior qI(f) for the reference site, and use this and 

model M to induce a prior qI(f) 

• Directly assign a prior qO(f) for the reference site

• Obtain a melded prior qM(f) = qI(f)a qO(f) 1-a

• Invert qM(f) to obtain qM(q)

• Obtain 𝜋 𝜃 ∝ 𝑞𝑀(𝜃)𝐿1(𝜃)𝐿2(𝑀(𝜃))

Use SIR algorithm

Poole and Raftery (2000)

Falk, Denham, M. (2010)



5. Measurement error approach

• Regression model p(y|X,C,β) 

• Measurement model p(Z|X, λ) 

• Prior model p(X|π )

• Formulate the relationship between the explanatory variables X and 

the surrogates Z using data from the target site. 

Richardson and Gilks, 1993



5. Measurement error approach

• Regression model p(y|X,C,β) 

• Measurement model p(Z|X, λ) 

• Prior model p(X|π )

Explanatory variables X, Surrogates Z

Richardson and Gilks, 1993



Comparison of regressions with mixed data. 

(a) shows the data, with the accurate (x) values marked by black crosses, and

the less accurate (z) values marked by smaller grey crosses.

(b) shows the regreesion lines for the measurement error (ME) model, the

the validation alone analysis (validation) and the naïve analysis (naïve),

as well as the true relationship (true)





Lessons learnt

• Clearest benefit from using the ME model when we have a 

small amount of accurate data from the target site, and access 

to a large amount of auxiliary data from the reference site. 

• Need for strict adherence to the assumptions made in the ME 

model. Even small errors in the assumptions in measurement 

error correction models can lead to even worse predictions.

• However, ignoring the transfer error can have serious results, 

especially if we are interested in accurate estimation of all the 

parameters and the true underlying relationship between the 

predictors and the response. 

Denham, Falk, M (2011) The Bayesian conditional independence 

model for measurement error: applications in ecology 



Back to the case study

Prediction of a model developed for Ningaloo Reef

vs

Predictions from a model transferred from the GBR to NR



Similar local means and variances

(SIM = 0.992; SIV = 0.691)

red and pink = high similarity



Positive spatial correlation under 

SSIM in both maps but 

covariances are only slightly 

correlated (SIP = 0.122)
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